
Our growing company is looking for an enterprise solution architect. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for enterprise solution architect

Public/Private Sector experience, ideally with fortune 100 customers and all
government agencies- federal, state and local
7+ years architecture experience in conceptualization, definition and
development of IT-based products, services and solutions
Understand business drivers and business capabilities (future and current
state), and determine corresponding enterprise system changes to drive the
organization's targeted business outcomes
Design and lead the implementation of a solutions architecture across a
group of specific business applications or technologies based on enterprise
business strategy, business capabilities and business requirements
Manage and develop the architecture for a broader scope of projects,
working closely with application architects that manage and design
architecture for a single project or initiative
Provide consulting support to application architects within projects to ensure
the project is aligned with the overall enterprise architecture
Monitor the current-state solution portfolio to identify deficiencies due to
aging of the technologies used by the application, or misalignment with
business requirements
Analyze the technology industry, competitors and market trends, and
determine their potential impact on the enterprise
Define the principles, guidelines, standards and solution patterns to ensure
solution decisions are aligned with the enterprise's future-state architecture

Example of Enterprise Solution Architect Job
Description
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Develop a roadmap for the evolution of the enterprise application portfolio
from future to current state (as defined by the solutions architecture)

Qualifications for enterprise solution architect

TOGAF experience required and certification is a plus
Experience with Supply Chain tools like SCM, eWM, SNC, SRM, Ariba, GTM,
QM, TMS, GTM, MM, LE, WM, IM, GTS and APO
Experience in the Enterprise Documents domain not required, but highly
preferred
J2EE (Java) application development
Experience with multi-tier systems and vendor integration
Exposure to Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)


